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W. E. BEATTY
PATENT ATTORNEY

ROOM 303-6302 HOLLYWOOD [III3L)k.

REPRESENTING GLADSTONU 4025

UNITED RESEARCH CORPORATION

41-39 THIRTY-EIGHTH STREET

LONG ISLAND CITY.

NEW YORK

July 5th,
1 9 3 3.

Dr. Norbert Wiener,
South Tamworth,
New Hampshire

Dear Dr. Wiener:
Re: Application,S.N. 560,716

Referring to your letter dated June 5th,
I am sending you enclosed a copy of my amendment
dated August 24th, which contains claims 31-45.

The Office Action dated January 26, 1933
is, as stated therein, responsive to that amend-
ment.

I shall be glad to have any comments you
care to make as to the rejection, in the Office
Action dated January 26th, of the claims later
than 30.

I would also appreciate your views on the
following: Assume we have a base frequency of 1000
cycles which is modulated with a high frequency of
say 20,000 cycles. If we supply this current to a
Campbell type wave filter which is designed to pass
ohly 1000 cycles, I am told that the filter will
suppress practically all of the high frequency mod-
ulation and that only the base frequency will pass
through the filter for the reason that the modulated
current is equivalent to two separate currents, one
of high and one of low frequency, and only the low
frequency will go through the filter. Will you
kindly state if the same is true of your type of
filter, that is, that it will substantially suppress
rapid variations or modulations in the amplitude of
the base frequency whereby only the base frequency
will pass through a filter which is especially de-
signed to transmit only it.

Very truly yours,

W. E. eattyWEB/d



W. E. BEATTY
PATENT ATTORN

SM11JUTREET

ROOM 303-6362 HOLLYWOO 'LVD.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

REPRESENTING GLADSTONE 4025 TRINITY 4071

UNITED RESEARCH CORPORATION

41-39 THIRTY-EIGHTH STREET

LONG ISLAND CITY,

NEW YORK

July 13th,
1 9 3 3.

Dr. Norbert Wiener,
South Tamworth, x,. H.

Re: Wiener & Lee. SN. 560716

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Enclosed is a copy of an amendment being
filed in the above case.

I believe that I have correctly inter-
preted the very helpful comments in your recent
letters on this subject, but shall be glad to have
you check my interpretation thereof as given in the
enclosed amendment.

Please note particularly the amendments
to claim 37, line 4 and claim 38, line 3, wherein
the language is slightly different from that given
in your last letter. I made the change therein
largely to avoid repetition of the term "with re-
spect ton and trust that my statement of the matter
is correct.

Very truly yours,

W. E Beatty

WEB/d
Ench

U



THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

FELLOWSHIP AND TRAVEL SERVICE
FLOYDLYLECABLE 

ADDRESS:
ROCKFOUND, NEW YORK

July 14, 1933

Dear Professor Wiener:

In the absence of President Mason your letter of July 12

#as been referred to me for attention. We have taken charge of

Mr. Paley's effects but have been waiting for instructions from

the executors of his estate as to their disposal. Mr. Bing, whom

you will recall went out to Alberta to make the funeral arrange-

ments, wrbte to the solicitors who we understand were appointed 
executors/

some time ago and asked them to communicate with the Rockefeller

Foundation regarding the disposition of Mr. Paley's effects. As

soon as possible after the instructions are received we shall

dispatch them and shall communicate with Mr. Paley's mother and

sister.

I am asking the Comptroller's office to reimburse

you in the sum of $15 for expenses incurred by you in connection

with Mr. Paley's death.

We are returning Miss Sybil Paley's letter to you

herewith.

Very truly yours,

Dr. Norbert Wiener
South Tamworth
New Hampshire

FL:LI
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II FRANCIS AVENUE,

CAMBRIDGE,

MASSACHUSETTS.

July 15-33

Dear Mr. Wiener,

I have just had a letter from

my daughter, Henrietta, saying that she has

seen Mrs. Paley in England. The latter reports

that her son's effects have not yet arrived.

Henrietta promised Mrs. Paley to find out at

this end whether they had been sent. Perhaps

you may be able to give me some information on

the matter. Failing your knowing about it, to

whom should I go? Henrietta mentioned a 'porter'

who had a friendly interest in. Paley and who

helped Byng and herself to clear up the room.

But which porter would this be, I never knew?

In short, thank you for any information which

I can relay through Hen ie t to Mrs. Paley.

Sine re o s,

- 0 E-



RALPH B. STEWART
ATTORNEY AT LAW

PATENT AND TRADE MARK CAUSES
NATIONAL PRESS BUILDING

WASHINGTON,D. C.

DIST. 9138

July 24, 1933.

Dr. Norbert Wiener,
South TamworthN.H* re: Wiener & Lee,8.N.560,716.

Dear Dr.Wiener:

At the request of Mr. W. E. Beatty I am

sending you a copy of the patent to Stone, No.1,610,336.

Very truly yours,

RBS:EM

CC. Mr.W.E.Beatty.



South Tamworth, N.H.
August 3, 1933.

Mr. Paul de Kruif, author
c/o The Saturday Evening Post
The Curtis Publishing Company
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

Myd dear tr. de Kruif:

I have read several of your books of scientific

biography with great interest, as well as Lewis' "Arrowsmith", to

which you contributed so much of the background, and I have recently

been following your story of Kettering in the S.R.P. As a practicing

scientist myself, I naturally set a high value on the popularization of

science and of the circumstances under which science is carried on.

I wish to congratulate you for your pioneer work in a little-exploited

field. May I then, without giving offense, submit to you a few questions

and criticisms?

First of all, you leave the impression in the mind of the reader

that applied science, followed with an eye to the benefit of humanity,

is perhaps the most worthy of all pursuits, but that pure science, the

fruit of mere curiousity, is likely to be dilletantish and fruitless.

This impression may not be intended by you: it may be due to the fact

that you are writing of Kettering, who is primarily a practitian. I

feel, however, that is your own opinion, and I wish to protest against

it.

Here I had better state my own position. I am a professor of

mathematics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. During the

term, I am in daily contact with classes of young engineers, teaching

them the calculus of the first two years, the function-theory and

differential equations of the third, and conducting an advanced course

on Fourier series. I have the closest relations with colleagues in

the engineering departments, particularly in electrical engineering,

in which department I have supervised master's and doctor's theses.
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I am not an engineer, but I have sufficient acquaintance with electrical

engineering to have done a little mihd inventing in the field of

filters and networks. On the other hand, the great bulk of my research

lies in the purest of pure analysis. My master, Hardy of Trinity College

in Cambridge, regards all applications of mathematics with a contempt

which I do not indeed share. Landau of Goettingen has scarcely more use

for practice. It is with these men that my scientific bonds are closest.

It is my conviction that there are two ways of approaching scien-

tific research. You may have a problem, and look for an answer, or you

may have an answer, and look for the problem that it fits. The first is

the path of applied research, the second that of pure research. Both are

good methods in the proper hands, but there are men who tend naturally

to one or the other. The way of pure research is opposed to all the

copy-book maxims concerning the virtues of industry and a fixed purpose,

and the evils of guessing, but it is damned useful when it comes off.

It is the diametrical opposite of Edison's reputed method of trying

every conceivable expedient until he hit the right one. It requires,

not ffl444 diligence, but experience, information, and a good nose for

the essence of a problem.

Above all, it requires a sense for the body, the "thickness" of

an idea. There is a certain school of scientists, particularly in

mathematics, who value all generalizations equally. The Chicago school

has a bias this way. On the other hand, some men have a flair for

important ideas. (By the way, nobody knows how to define an important

idea, but any scholar who is worth his salt knows one when he sees one.)

Riemann's collected writings fill two thin volumes, but every paper that

he wrote started a new field of mathematics. Cayley's collected works

bulk with the Encyclopedia Brittanica -- give me RiemannJ

Work of this saht is rather slow in paying dividends. Newton's
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investigations took a hundred years to penetrate ino engineering.

Riemann's work is taking sixty or seventy, but its effects are

already being felt. Even Lagrange's work is barely coming to its own

in an engineering sense. Yet the vast structure of modern mathematics

is a tool which no engineer worthy of the name can afford to ignore,

which no leader of engineering can afford to wield clumsily.

Our Vice-President and Dean of Engineering, Vannevar Bush, is

as well-rounded an engineer as we have anywhere, here or abroad. He

has an unusual knack with tools, and his basement is a young machine-

shop. He has devised inventions and practical gadgets without number,

in the fields of electrical, hydraulic, mechanical, and mining engi-

neering, and in navigation. Perhaps his chief interest at present is

the development of machines to perform the solution of differential,

difference, and integral equations -- the old dream of Babbage come

true, with modern technique. His differential analyser represents a

marvellous degree of success in this direction. The inspiration of his

program is the philosopher and pure mathematician Leibniz; its ten-

dency and result, the opening to the / engineer of field

after field of mathematics, whisk the tediousness of computation has

hitherto closed to practice. Dr. Caldwell, Bush's right-hand man in

this program, describes himself as a "monkey-wrench mathematician",

and I can bear witness how exacting the demands on his mathematical

powers really are.

There is no M.I.T. school of mathematicians. My colleagues are of

the most diverse mathematical interests and origins. Struik is a

geometer from Leideg, Schouten's former assistent. Franklin has a

Princeton degree, and is equally at home in analysis situs, in mechanics

and in pure analysis. Douglasshas solved the Plateau problem, and is

one of the pioneers in the geometry of paths. Hopf is a Berlin man, an
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authority in dynamics, in the theory of differential equations, and in

astrophysics. There is however one belief we hold in common: the best

applied mathematics can only be developed with the full use of the

technique of the best pure mathematics, and the beat pure mathematics

may draw its inspiration from problems arising in physics and in

engineering. We best serve the engineer by following our own bent and

curio~dsity wherever it may lead us, understanding the engineer, and

appreciating the scientific interest of his problems, but in no wise

regarding ourselves 4a his servants.
Which

We have very little use for the organized research X is the

fetish of the present day. It may be a necessity, especially in a

commercial organization, but it is a cramping and crippling necessity.

We work in whatever direction our work points, and though we discuss

and collaborate, we never apportion research between us. There are

those among us who feel the needs of humanity in a very direct and

personal way, but in our work, we do not think at the time of some

particular need of humanity. If I may speak for the group, this is our

philosophy:

11 Mathematics is a subject worthy of the entire devotion of our

lives. We are serving a useful place in the community by our training

of engineers, and by our development of the tools of future science and

engineering. Perhaps no particular discovery that we make may be used

in practice; nevertheless, uch of the great bulk of mathematical

knowledge will be, and we are contributing to that bulk, as far as lies

in us.

"Moreover, a clearly framed question which we cannot answer is an

affront to the dignity of the human race), as a race of thinking beings.

Curiousity is a good in itself. We are here but for a day; tomorrow the

earth will not know us, and we shall be as though we never were. Let us



then master infinity and eternity in the one way open to us: through the

power of the understanding. Knowledge is good with a good which is above

usefulness, and ignorance is an evil, and we have enlisted as good

soldiers in the army whose enemy is ignorance and whose watchword is

Truth. Of the many varieties of truth, mathematical truth does not

stand the lowest.

" Since we have devoted our lives to Mathematics -- and she is

no easy mistress -- let us serve her as effectively as we may. If we

work beat with an immediate practical problem in view, well and good.

If mathematical fact comes to our mind, not as a chain of reasoning,

built to answer a specific question, but as a whole body of learning,

first seen as in a glass, darkly, then gaining substance and outline and

logic, well and good also. The whole is greater than the parts, and

in a lifetime of achievement, no one will care what particular question

of practice was in the scholar's mind at such and such a moment."

This is of course the point of view of the German liberal scholar

of the middle of the last century, imbued with the poetry of Schiller

and Goethe, with the flaming intellectual passion of Heine, with the

deep worship of the intellect of that magnificent line of philosophers

from Kant to Schopenhauer. All modern professional scholarship is the

heir of that Germany. I have sometimes wondered whether you fully

understood it. There are many Germans of that period in your gallery of

poitraits, but they all seem to have a little taint of the grotesque, of

the caricature of the professor in the college humorous 14, journal
caricatures

rather than as he really is. They are friendly (2jd/% if you like,

but at the bottom of it, we see the author laughing a little at anybody

so remote from the normal outlook of humanity. "I'll be darned", he

seems to say, "1 san't he the funny little fellow". I do not find this

same external attitude in your picture of mid-weatern scientists like
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kettering. So too in Lewis' "Arrowsmith"', Arrowsmith himself is

understood, while Gottlieb and Sondelius are lay-figures arranged in

interesting poses.

Thus I think that your sketches of scholars are likely to be

misleading on account of a misplaced emphasis -- an unavoidably mis-

placed emphasis. For all the wreck of the present Germany, the old

German tradition of scholarship is the central tradition, abroad as

well as in Germany. The scholars whom you portray best and clearest are

a real but aberrant type, even within the scholarly world of this

country. They are foreigners in the great international world of

scholarship, which is as well represented here as abroad, whose bonds

are personal as well as scientific, which is a great democracy with

many tongues but only one habit of mind. It is much harder to bring this

world home to the American lay public than to portray a character like

kettering, who is by your account the great American handy man writ

large. I am not lacking in respect for that kind of ability, although I

must deprecate the contempt for pure scholarship which you seem to

attribute to Mr. Kettering. However, I do not think that that ability

can attain its peak unless it is joined with some such intellectual

subtlety as , let us say, Dean Bush possesses. I have no doubt that

Mr. Kettering possesses some such subtlety, but you have not brought it

out in your series of articles.

I question whether Mr. Kettering's laboratory stands in the class

of those of the General Electric Company of The Bell Telephone laborato

ies in its contributions to scholarship or to engineering. You certainly

go too far in crediting Mr. Kettering with the distortionless telephone

line. This wis the discovery of Heaviside about 1890. Heaviside, by the

way, should be rich literary material for you.

In this connection, I should like to see a series of biographies of
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engineers from your hand. Other names could be Nicola Tesla and B.A.

Behrend. I should be glad to render you any possible help in the

matter.

I trust that you will not take my remarks amiss. If they interest

you in any way, I should be delighted to hear from you.

Very truly yours,

Norbert Wiener
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South Taaworth, N.H*, U.S.A.
August 13, 1933.

Professor Otto Szasz

Von Rathstr 21

Yrankfurt a/I, Germany

My dear Professor Bzasz:

I am writing this letter in response to an

extraordinary communication which I have just received from Mrs. Szasz,

in which she speaks of your recent trip to France, and of your present
for

uncertainty as to the country in which you will seek your refuge a

next year. My earlier letters were unavoidably addressed to Mrs. Szasz,

as she had initiated the correspondence with me, and you were not

supposed to be cognizant of it. Once you became cognizant of the matter,

permit me to say that it was too important to be carried on through the

mediation of any person, even of your own wife.

I am afraid you have completely misunderstood the nature of the

offer we have made you. Once it became obvious that many scholars would

seek an asylum here, we started the machinery of relief in motion. This

was unbelievably difficult. The depression is deep here, and has cut

the finances of the universities. Every foreign scholar imported means

an Aherican out of a Job. In most cases, an imported scholar cannot

render in one year any services which will recompense the expense of

bringing him over here. Nevertheless, in view of the solidarity of

scholarship and mathematics, we have felt that we have a duty in the

matter. In view of the times, we have had to act against great

difficulties in the collection of funds, and have had to reach down

into our private -pockets. Any appointments for more than one year

would cause a feeling of resentment that would wreck our hopes of doing

anything whatever.
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I am in close touch with the academic situation in England, and I

know that it is practically indentical with that here. The English and

the American scholars are working in the closest cooperation, with the

purpose of spreading their assistance most broadly and effectively. I

am less acquainted with the French situation, but in view of the

extreme nationalism of the French academic world, I cannot think that

the situation is essentially different, and that they have permanent

positions to offer.

Thus any bargaining and use of an offer in one country to raise

the terms of an offer in another is bound to be ineffective. Quite

frankly, you are more of a liability than an asset to us or to any

other school abroad& If we appoint you, we shall have to give up the

hope of using a part of your salary to take care of a promising young

student. If you get a job in France or England, we have just so much

more money to spend on other cases like yours. Similarly, if you come 6

over to us, Hardy and Hadamard will be very glad to be relieved of a

problem. We intend to do our share of relief. What we ask is that you

do not tie our hands by indecision.

You have no more right to hesitate between two offers than you have

to hesitate between two lifeboats on a sinking ship. You are endangering

and have endangered the success of every effort to help the dismissed

scholars, not only in America, but in every country. I can bear witness

to the slackening of enthusiasm which Mrs. Szass's last letter has

produced in some of those in America most interested in the campaign of

assistance. One more piece of bargaining and chicanery like that, and

the entire cause is lost. You have a heavy burden 
on your conscience.

I can understand your wishing a job near home. If you have had a4

definite offer of such a job, you would have 
had a perfect right to

4,ij refuse our offer. You have had no right 
to keep our offer in the
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air waiting for another offer to materialize*

The situation is then as follows: on the day of receipt of this

letter, which I shall assume to be not later than September 1, If I have
eable

not already received your definite decision, I shall expect a )X0(( f

from you accepting or refusing an offer of a position for one year only
In case of acceptance,

at $2400. I shall expect you to have taken up your residence in Cambridg

Massachusetts by September 25, 1933, the beginning of term, or in defaul

thereof, to have presented adequate reasons for your delay in advance.

These reasons must be compelling. I shall expect you to have made every

effort to improve your English, and to be able to take up a course of

lectures on Fourier series.

This is neither a request for your acceptance nor for your refusal.

It is merely a statement of the terms under which you can most nearly

set yourself right in a situation which you have badly bungled.

Very truly yours,



South Tamworth, N.H.

August 21, 1933.

Dear Hardy:

I have been busy all summer tying up the loose hends of the

Paley Nachlass, and I am not yet anywhere near through. We shall have

the outhlines of a really general theory of non-harmonic Fourier series,

but the full generality is not easy to obtain. One thing is clear, that

if

the convergence, convergence in the mean, and summability theory of

the series

are substantially identical with the corresponding theories for ordinary

Fourier series, provided L is small enough. We consider, that is, the

theory of the function represented by such ai aeries as well as that of

the /44(//seriew itself.

The German situation is damnable. We shall all have to work

more than doubly hard for scholarship to keep it alive. Our school is

getting Szasz for next year. I wish we could do more. He will get in

all $2400, which I Amigine to be of the order of magnitude which you

would consider reasonable.

I was terribly sorry to hear of Hobson's death. The year has been

very hard on Sadleirian Professors past and presumptive.

I am up on my "farm", dividing my time between maths, swimming,

hiking, and having my house repaired and painted. The Klines of U. of

Pa. are near neigbors. Tamarkin has been here, and will Drobably be up

for the whole of next summer. We are developing quite a little maths.

colony -- I suppose we ought to call the place Iy Fynshav".



What will your new book with Jessen cover? I should like to undertake a

really comprehensive treatise on harmonic analysis with Titchmarsh as

soon as your book is available.

With the best regards to all Cambridge friends,

Sincerely,



South Tamworth, N.H., U.S.A.

August 21, 1933.

Dear Mrs. Hobson:

It was a great shock to us to hear of Professor Hobson'

death. We had known and appreciated him for many years. We felt deeply

the cordial reception which Professor Hobson and yourself gave us in

Cambridge last year. We are very glad to learn that Miss Young is living

with you for the present, and send her too our best wishes.

It was in 1914 that I first met Professor Hobson and studied Fouri-

er series with him. Since then, I have taken up that subject as my own

chosen field, and have like all othem workers in that field made the

most continuous use of his treatise on the subject. The two names repre-

senting the arrival of England as an important factor in modern analysis

are those of Professors Hobson and Young. It is through their influence

that England is now perhaps first in that field.

As you know, the two Cambridge's suffered a deep loss last year in

Paley. He was perhaps the most brilliant of his generation not only

in England but in the world. He had already left a deep impression on

American mathematics, and I am at present engaged in tying up the loose

ends in the extensive work we did together. He had a tremendous driving

force behind him, and this, combined with his absolute fearlessness, is

what kas unquestionably responsible for his death. It was a tremendous

shock to all of us.

We are up here on our farm (which is no longer farmed), repairing

the old house, and taking recreation in the form of walks, climbs, and

swimming. I am writing this letter in what used to be a hen-house, which

we have cleaned, re-floored, furnished, and set apart for my study.

Among our neigbors are Profeesor and Mrs. Kline of the University of

Pennsylvania mathematics department, and we have been visited by Pro-

fessor Tamarkin of the Brown department, Besicovitch's old friend. The
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Eberhard Hopf's, whom you met in Cambridge, have been up here too, and

Arnold Dresden of Swarthmore drives up tomorrow. You see, we have quite

a pleasant little mathematical colony.

We have been very much concerned about affairs in Germany. My

school is bringing Szaasz over for a year, and many other schools are

putting in bids for other ousted German scholars. We all feel so power-

less in the matter. We are grateful however, that the current revolution

in American politics -- for it is really a revolution -- is peaceful,

and is neither bigoted nor obscurantist. We regret the necessity that

America has felt for a self-contained economic policy, but do not

expect that it will last longer than is needed to set America on its

feet.

Please give dour regards to Miss Young, and tell her that we are

writing to her soon. It is a very bad year for American jobs, and is

not rendered any better by the urgent need of helping out the German

exiles. I am keeping Miss Young in mind, however, and am putting

forward her name wherever possible.

With sincere condolences from Mrs. Wiener and myself, 4r 4

Very sincerly yours,



J. D. TAMARKIN
552 HOPE ST.

PROVIDENCE, R. 1.
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

September 11, 1933

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have sent to Professor Szasz an official
notice of appointment together with a letter to be presented
to American Consuls and Immigration Officers explaining who
Professor Szasz is andthe object of his visit to America and
requesting favorable consideration on their part, and I have
also sent him $200 in advance on his salary to assist him
in making his travel and other initial arrangements.

I also sent word to the committee of the Royal
Society which has been dealing directly with the German
scientists, giving official notice of his appointment, since

it was thought that this committee could also aid in making
a comfortable arrangement for his travel.

You will be interested to know that the committee
working to aid German scholars, with headquarters in New York,
has informed us that they have appropriated an additional
$2000 above grants already made to be available in the academic
year 1934-35 for the assistance of the German scholars, suggest-
ing that perhaps Professor Szasz or Professor Franck, or some
other professor, may be desired as a visiting lecturer in that
year. I have replied to thank them and to say that we will
inform them later in regard to the use to which this grant
will be put.

I hoe that you have had a good summer. With
kindest regards,

Very sincerely yours

President
KTC/L

I M



AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
501 WEST 116TH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

R. 6. D. RICHARDSON BROWN UNIVERSITY

SECRETARY PROVIDENCE, R. 1.

September 11, 1933.

Professor Norbert Wiener,
76 Cross Street,
Belmont, Mass.

Dear Wiener:-

Probably you have heard the tragic
news (Saks wrote to Tamarkin) that Lichtenstein
committed suicide in a small town in Poland. What
a fearful trail the revolution is leavingl In
building up the Zeitschrift he has done a magni-
ficent piece of work.

Doubtless you know that Bryn Mawr
has made a bid for Emmy Noether. Since Bernstein
is to be at Columbia, it might be possible to ar-
range some special papers on probability as a
sectional session of the Christmas meeting at
Cambridge. What do you think? And what suggestions
have you?

Wisconsin is negotiating for Schur,
but I am doubtful if it would be wise for him to
come here.

I am taking a week in the White
Mountains and Maine, but will be at my desk on
the lbth. Hope your summer is proving all that
you can wish.

Sincerely yours,

R.G.D. Richardson,
Secretary.
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Mra. :s. . tfobsos,

Cambrid ge, Entes

V4 dear Mrs. 1bads

vou will pardon this belated letter of ecrdolence,
but the news of your hoeband's teath eae to me ather late.
I had studied with him as far bae as 114 at on my repeated
visits to Cambridge I had om to know him well and to appree

elate hs unfaillng :tudnes and interest Is s work, as in0 the
work of all the yeenger analysts. The first and only course
which I followed under b was that in the Fourier Series, a

subject around which -moat at W sbsequent resaarth has an

tered In the merse of thia research there lisas book to

whith I most turned more often than his two volumes, Theory

of untions and Fourier s moe. We all of as realize whet a

trementees service Professor oabta did in turning tagland
analysis into channels In whit It now flows and making it as
integrel part of internatiinal saholrship,

Ieas glad to loan froKm Mes oung that she is

staying with.you for the prsent. It is amot fitting that
the sames of Robson and Young should be as closely assueated

personally as they have been seentifically as the two pioneer

of modern analysis in nslan, All you please give Miss
Yong the regards of my wife sat elf. an4 please tell her

how amoh I regret my inabilItty to heve been of any use to he?
here in securing a positton in aerlie. The greater part of

our universities and colleges are in a bed way financially
and it is very heaf to place our own people. In addition to

that, the possible foreign ppointmextw are nat'reily being

filled from among the r-fugees fram the litler regime. This
has struck pretty close howe as far as I am concerned for my

Cousin Leon Mahtenatea hs fjust mawitted saoeie on account
of the annoyeases at perseutions to which he had been cub-
jected, and to the hopelessness of the ofutre.

My wife joins as elseo In soting greetings and condoe

lenes to you, sad in asking that you remember ra to all
Cambridge frients.

Sinerely yourn,
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rent" er 1', 19Z3.

?rofessor t. :. tarty,
Trinity College,
Cambridge, tngland.

Deer kardyt

I suppeae you have heard by now that we have got Beams for
next year, It to a oeyear appointment, but the salar' is Aefinite-
ly a living one. ooater has oone to Prinoetoa and Lewy to Brown.
Mses Nother has had a sell to Bryn Mawn ead Jobut to Wiseenstalut
aceeptanoet have not yet been received.

Have you heard of my cousintLiahtenstein's death?
Tamarkia received a note from Bake to the effect that' it was atide.
I had previously received letters trat Philip krank of Prague and
from Rosenblat of ceaw stating how terrible conditions weri under
which Mehtenstein was working aad ho he desiret to leave the country.
I wish I could have done something for him but he had not yet been
ae oiled from his chair. But the general cocensus of opinion here
was tbat(rightly, I feel) that people who had actually lost their
livlhood should be first conedered. Of course, I feel terribly
broken up about the tact, particularly in view of the possibility
that my alowness to give effective help aight be oeaieret to some
degree responsible.

Meay thanks for your referese o the Iournal paper. I
have been very busy here of late, continuing the writing of research
in which Peley and I were engaged, aMigttsg reedy my colloquium
lectures for next year, which will aqpWear as a joint book by ealey and
Me. The latest result to the followtge if a set of complex expo-
nential unctionsawith the nse positivead negative exponents, ave
the expoents different from the integers by addiag a constant
which is-ee trAn within the lategral the convergeste
propertaes of the series in which the function can be developed are the
seas as those of the lourler series, providin.; the function is aitlly
samable. We have a lot more relts of this eort and i think they
will be of interest to you, You will sea a big batch of them in the
October Traxnssctione, or at the latest In the January transctions.

As you know, I tried last year to do what I coald for Vles
Young in the way of at American position. Conditions were t porsible
as far as jobe weAt, and this year they will be evn eorse in view of
the German rfugsees.

I wrote Titbhmarsh the other day, iroposing at acme future
date we shiould Jointly undertake a comprehessive treatment an harmnoe
analyist. tis has written me a srovtsonel saceptance, but says that
von and Josee have a book on Fourier Leries under way. I ahould like
very mueh to know sometting of the scope of toa todk. 'emr 'ill e
here of course and I hope to have muca contact wi th him. xWe shall not
take any stops on the gekeral book until your treatise is out.



-2- Professor . H. Hardy.

I was terribly shooked tp hear of obao's death. Of
course it is nothing surpretasg when a man of seventy-five passes
away, and Hobson had not been in very good health, but it still seems
hard to pioture Cambridge without him. Be had been very kind to me htthe occasion of my several visits to Cambridgea I am writing MrsoHobson e bhlated letter of sympathy.

I am put in a rather awkward position by sme letters which
I have received raz Mrs. Paley, who to, apparently, a confirme* spir.itualist and wishes ms to camnit myself on the point. I have beendodging *Umatter an effectively as possible, but I anlvt avoid answer-
ing some of her direst auestions.

T hope that Littlowood and you are in better health than whenwe left you in England. I should be glad to hear any news mathematical
from anmbridge.

/

September 12# 1933,



rofessor S, C. titohciarsh,

Oxford, E.nglando

Dear fltohmarshs

I deA't know w-iether 7iave already written to you, to
thank you for your 'rovislonal acceptane tof my plan for a joint
book. I have been up to the mountains and my correspmdenoe i
so disrupted that It may very well be that this letter Is,a repe*
tition of one I have already sort yO, I am p orfeetly In accord
with yout Idea of waiting until Hardy andteen have published,
As you doubtlese know, Jeen= will be ever here soon and we shall
have a good chane to talk together. At any rate, I shall hot
be able to undertake active work *n the book uttil a year fr'a now,
when I shall give vy colloquium before the Aerioan Mathematieal
Seeiety, the subject oelay the ourier Integral in the complex
drain. This took will appear jointly under Paley's name and my
an, for the grester art of the material was dispouse and wo.rked

out together by the two of us. I have a nlee of material
teching your work on entire functions which I shall sent you to
soon as to ames out Is the Tranueotions In adition as atotally
new work on wno-herntoe fourter eries which I have a surprisingly
wide clasot class* eowlag the convergenee ad wability of

properties of ordinary FourIer's serite.

We ar all very wneh depresbed here here eonoeming the

atroeittes I Geray. I supnose you have heart oa Liehtenetein's

death. I hna )earned by a roundabout way that it wasuanicide
due to the tapowsite conditions of present Germany, ich.tenatela
wes my cousin, so that the Vlow coMes close hoWe#

t~aes will be here at Tec hnext year. LeWy, of Qttines

at Brown for a year, beehner has got a premis of a -perment berth at

Prinaotea. &ehur and Roether have reneived offern In this co try,

but their soceptenee is not yet certain,

Most of my new harmont analysis is coming out in the

ranseations of the Americen Mathematieal Society. hile you doubtless
have %ecess to it, I shall try to keep you aoplied with rtrints, with

a view to'our later incorporattag em of it in our book,

2lease resembr a to Mrs. Titehreb.

iacerely yours,

et e 1 ,1955
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IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.

UTH KENSINGTON,
Further communications on

this subject should be ssed LONDON, S.W.7.
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23 Linden Lane, Princeton, N.J..

Oct.26, 1933

My dear Professor Wiener,

I beg your pardon for writing to you as

late as that about my changed plans for this year. This decision

was rather sudden and was made after taking over my situation with

v. Neumann and Veblen which said that from a purely non-mathematical

and purely materialistic point of view I might be better offhere than

at Cambridge. There is kwever one thing which is bothering me and this

is the fact that I promised to register at the M.I.T. for this year and

the fact that you were so kind to vouch for this in your letter to the

American eonsul in Frankfurt a/M. The last time we talked over this

point I was sure to be at Cambridge this year. Now I am registered as

a student at the Institute for advanced Study. Due to this changed

situation I do not know now what to do and I am ready to accept .iany

suggestion from you. At this moment I can only see two possible

procedures: One would be that one of us writes to the consul in

Frankfurt a/M ref~rring to your letter and comunicating to him my change

of University. The second would be that I also register at the M.I.T.

as we discussed last time. If the second step is legal I do not know

at present. Personally I would very much prefer to follow the first

course since I would definitely feel unconfortable to be registered at

the M.I.T. while living at Princeton, a fact which might also arouse

the suspicion of the Immigration Authorities. These remarks however

are besides the point since I want to satisfy you and not me. Therefore

please be so kind and tell me what I shall do in order to remove the

slightest inconvenience which might have arised for you As a consequence

of your kindness to write the above said letter to Frankfurt a/M.

Princeton is very interesting indeed and I am particularly enjoying

the presence of v.Neurgann, Bochner and Jessen.



v.Neumann gives a course on Operators and Bochner leads a seminar

on the applications of Tauberian theorems to the prime number problem.

I am also using my presence at Princeton to learn Topology a fact which

makes my schedule pretty crowded.

I want to take this oppoitunity to thank you very heartily for

your kindness to me during last year and to tell you how sorry I am

that I shall not enjoy for some time the wonderful association with you.
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Copy to Professor Wiener

November 4, 1933.

Professor Felix Bernstein,
Department of Mathematics,
Columbia University,
New York, N.Y.

Dear Professor Bemateina

At the Annual Meeting of the society in
Cambridge to be held just after Christmas there is a
proposition that we make an experiment of having a
setional meeting on the Theory of Probability. This
would probably come on Wednesday morning, December 27,
and there would be other sections of the Society meet*
ing at the same time.

Tentatively we have decided to"Wave five
speakers, each to take approximately twenty minutes.
Professor 'Wiener would probably talk on t' Brownian
motion, both the mathematical and physical aspects
and Professor Hopf on his dynamicail Theory of Proba-
bility. 7e would ask Professor VanVleck, who is in
mathemnatical physics, and Dr. Jessen of Copenhagen
who is at the Institute for Advanced Study at Prine-
ton this year.

fieI take pleasure in inviting you to be one
of the five speakers at this meeting. You may choose
your own subject and title. Dossibly you would like to
correspond with Professor Wiener before making final
plans for giving your talk which would doubtless be on
some of your recent researches in Probability. Pro-
fessor Niorbert Wiener of the Massachusetts Institite
of Technology, Cambridge, assachusetts, is more or
less in charge of the organisation of this particular
program. In case you find yourself in a position to ao
cept this invitation, I should like to have the exact
title of your paper in my hands by November 15.

If our tentative plans can be carried out,
I judge that we would have a most interesting program
and that it would arouse considerable interest*

Sincerely yours,

R*G#D. Richardson,
Secretary.



Copy to Profeesor Wiener

November 4, 1933.

Dr. :essen,
Institute for Advanced study,
Princeton, N.J.

Dear Dr. Jessens

At the Annual Meeting at the Society in
Cambridge to be held Juat after Christmas there is a
proposal that we wake an experiment ot having a
sectional meeting on the Theory of Probability. This
would probably come on Wednesday morning. December 27,
end there would be another sction of the society
meeting at the seas time.

Tentatively we have decided to have five
speakers, each to take approximately twenty minutes.
Professor Wiener of the Iassachusette Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Yasaoheugetta, would probably
talk on theB Drwnian wotto, bot the nthmticsl and
physict i p46Kts and rrofer Hopf of name insti-
tution on his flnardlcal Theory of Probability. We would
ask also rofessor I.H. VanVieek of the University of
Wisecstein wh ais in matheatical physics and Professor
Felix Bernsthin now at Columbia University.

I take pleasure in inviting you to be-one
of the five speakers at this meeting. Yoi may choose
your own subject and title* Possibly you Would like to
correspond with Professor Wiener before making final
plans for giting your talk which would dobtless be on
some of your reoent researches that relat# to Probability;
he is more o less in charge of the organization of this
particular program. In case you find yourself in a posi-
tion to accept this invitation, I should 2ike to have
the exact title of your paper in my hands rby November 15.

If our tentative plans can bi carried out,
I judge that we will have a most interesting program
and that it will arouse considerable interest.

Sincerely yours,

R.G.D. Richardson,
Secretary.



Copy to Professor Wiener

November 4, 1933.

Professor JJH. VanVleek,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.

Dear Professor Vanviooks

At the Annual Meeting of the Society in
Cambridge to be held just after Christmas there is a
proposal that we make an experiment of having a
sectional meeting on the Theory of Probability. This
would probsbly come on Wednesday morning, December 27,
and there would be another section of the Society
meeting at the same time.

Tentatively we have decided to have five
speakers, each to take Approximately twenty minutes.
Professor Wienqr of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, NMmbridge, Massachusette would probably
talk on the rowanian motion, both the mathematical and
physical aspects, and Professor Ropf of the same insti-
tution on his Dynamical Theory of Probability, He would
ask also Professor Felix Bernstein of GOttingen and
Columbia Universities and Dr. Jessen of Copenhagen who
is at the Institute for Advanced study at Princeton
this year.

I take pleasure in inviting you to be one
of the five speakers at this meeting. You may choose
your own subject and title. Possibly you would like to
correspond with Professor Wiener before making final
plans for giving your telk which would doubtless relate
to some of the applications in physics of the newer
Theory of Probability; he is more or less in charge
of the organization of this particular program. In
case you find yourself in a position to accept this in-
vitation, I should like to have the exact title of your
paper in my hands by November 15.

If our tentative plans can be carried out,
I judge that we will have a most interesting program
and that it will arouse considerable interest.

Sincerely yours,

R*G.D. Richardsons
Secretary.



46, Park Place, Princeton, N.J.

November 6, 1933.

Dear Professor Wiener,

Professor Richardson has invited me to be one of five speakers

at the Christmas meeting of the A.M.S. and suggested that I should

correspond with you before making final plans for my talk.

I should like to give a general rewiew of the integral in the

space O- x <: 1, n = 1,2,3,... of an enumerable number of dimen-
n

sions and its various applications provided this does not interfere

with your plans for your talk. I have thought of the following title:

Some analytical problems relating to Probability. Do you think this

title would'indicate sufficiently clearly the character of the sub-

ject?

I hope I should have time to give: 1) The integral in the space

0 ) X < 1, n = 1,2,3,... of an enumerable number of dimensions.

2) Examples of the results of Steinhaus, Paley and Zygmund. 3) Ap-

plications to the distribution problem for almost periodic functions

especially the Zetafunction.

I should like to know your opinion about this before I answer

Professor Richardson; he has asked for the title by November 15.

With kind regards, I am,

Yours very sincerely,



AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

501 WEST 116TH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

R.L . D. RICHARDSON BROWN UNIVERSITY

SECRETARY PROVIDENCE, R. 1.

November 6, 1903

Professor N. Wiener,
Mass. Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Wiener:

I am writing to Hopf as per the enclosed copy and

thus finishing up the first round of our arrangements.

While the time may seem adequate, I feel that we must keep

plugging right along if we are going to get this thing in

shape. At the very end in some cases I have had to drop out

whole sections of programs because there was not time to

finish up the details and to get them in good shape. I shall

rely on you to help me manage this matter.

Thanking you for your cooperation, I am

Sincerely yours,

R.G.D. Richardson,
Secretary.

rgdr:a

enc.



Copy for Professor Wiener.

November6 o19M

Pnotenor a. opf,
KaeS nlastitute o*If TeMLgy,
Oaabridge S ftase

Dear PWOCeOSOW Ropts

At the AnIU Meetiag f the Seciety to Cambtrige
to be MA Just after Chrietee there to a propemak that we
make an exeriment @f having a seetiota meetiton the Theory
of Probabtity. this woul nprobajlyjome on i* aay morning,
teember 87 and there weat be saotrsetionof the SooLety
meetiag at eae ta*,

Tentatively we have doeltet to have five speakers,
eah to take appnximately twenty alnutes. Professor Wiener
of the maeaehausetts Utitute at Teohaoloc, Gaibrige,
Maeahuasetts would probabj talk on the Brotias soeion both
the nathematoal ad physi aspests, and yet aight spekon
your Dynamisal Theory of 2robabtity.le woalA also sk young
van fok of siseoonin, ?roteseor Veti Betein of Gttingrn
ad GolImba Utiveretties ad pr.oIessen of Copenhagen who is

at the testitute for Advanoed ttudy at Pritceton this years

Z take pleasure ionavitin yoU to be one of the
five speakers at this metinge You il doubtless sontor with
Professor .Wiener before mki floal plae for giving yr
talk; he atonmore orlesinLrr fther oanizationaof this
vartinulat progegm#sa ose son tint Qfo l in a postion
to ooept this invitation, I theA Itie to have the oat
titlo et yur paper in ay head by Nve*ber 1,

I our tentative planse**n be earned outp I Judge
that we will bave a most interesting proe ant tha it1Will
arease oansiderable interest.

Sineely yours,

R.GDP Richardson,
Secretary.e
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AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

501 WEST 116TH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

November 6, 1933.

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

I take great pleasure in informing you
that, on recommendation of the Committee, the Council
has voted to award to you one-half the fourth B^cher
Prize for the memoir entitled Tauberian theorems
which appeared in the volume for 1932 of the Annals
of Mathematics. The other half of the award is to
be given to Professor Marston Morse. These awards
will be announced at the Annual Meeting and until
then the information will be held confidential.

As at present planned, the session on
Thursday morning, December 28, 1933, will be a
general one with some Society business, an address
by Valiron, and the presentation of the.Bo^cher Prize.
It would seem to me fitting that each of the re-
cipients of the Prize should take fifteen or twenty
minutes and give a resume of his memoir. We shall
communicate further with you on this point.

With sincerest felicitations, I have
the honor to be

Sincerely yours,

R.G.D. Richardson,
Secretary.
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BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED

463 WEST STREET NEW YORK

CHELSEA 3-1000 November 9, 1933
IN REPLY REFER TO

TCF - GZ

REPLYING TO

PROFESSOR NORBERT WIENER
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Wiener:

I received your letter of November 5th with its

enclosures today and am turning them over to Bode for

serious consideration. Sometime in the future I expect

to be able to talk more intelligently about them.

Very sincerely yours,

d6? 27,
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY

Nevember 11, 1933

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technelogy
Canbridge, Massachusetts

Dear Friend,

I thank you for your letter of November
9th. I think it would fit in best if I gave a
lecture that would refer to the principles of prob-
ability not only from a mathematical standpoint
but from the standpoint of natulral science. About
the title I am not yet decided but perhaps seeing
the titles already sent in to you may offer a
suggestion. With kind regards,

Yours very sincerely,

Felix Bernstein.

FB/H



AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

501 WEST 116TH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

R. G. D, RICHARDSON 
BROWN UNIVERSITY

SECmTARY 
PROVIDENCE. R. 1.

November 13, 1933.

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have been out of town for two or three
days and am very much rushed at the moment, but I
think I should write you.

Probably you have heard from Van Vleck
and know that he is not available. Jessen has
written me giving his title as Some analytical
problems relating to probability, and Hopf has
written me choosing Remarks on causability and
probability. I note your own title as well. You
will note that the title given to me by Hopf, and
that given to you for me are not the same. There
will be plenty of chance for you to write to me again
regarding the matter.

Is there some physicist whom you would now

have me invite?

Cordially yours,

R.G.D. Richardson,
Secretary.

RGDR:M
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Dear Professor Wiener:

I was talking to Miss Ruth Hill the other
told me of her conversation with you.

day and she

As I recall, Miss Hill said that you had a manuscript
that you had not already placed. If I am right on this sup-
position I should like very much indeed to have an opportun-
ity to see it.

Miss Hill also said that you spoke of the change that
would be necessary in the publication of Scientific Journals
because of the Hitler regime. I must confess that this had
not occurred to me before but I can well understand how it
would be so.

It occurs to me that it might be possible for us to
publish a journal along these lines. Naturally I haven't
any definite ideas on the subject but you undoubtedly have.

If you are sufficiently interested to drop in and see
me some time you are in town I should be very glad indeed
to have you do so.

RICHARD.:BADGER.

RGB:F.

CABLE ADDRESS

"DYXPRESS" BOSTON
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Boston,Mass.
22 Evans Way
Nov.13,1933.

Professor Norbert Wiener
c/o Professor Leo Wiener
70 School Street
Beltont,Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

As I previously informed your FatherDean Barker of
Columbia University in New York was unable to do anything
for me.

I would appreciate it very much,should it be possible
for you,to assist me by some other suggestion.

I am enclosing a testimonial by the Westinghouse Company. A
FurthermoreI would like to mentionthat an important
article of mine,concerning "Design and Calculation of Steam
Turbine Disc Wheelst",is on the program of the annual meeting,
at the beginning of December,of the "American Society of
Mechanical Engineers" in New York,and will be printed soon
afterwards in the "Transactionstlof this Organization.
A German translation is being published in the "Schweizerische
Bauzeitung".

With my best regards I am

very sincerely yours



MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Philadelphia,Pa.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Dr.I.Malkin was employed in our

Turbine Apparatus Division from January,1932 to July,1933.

During this time,he worked on several important theoretical

problems of Applied Mechanics.He made valuable contributions

to our knowledge of strength and vibration of turbine discs

and other problems of a similar nature.

We regret that business conditions

have made it necessary to dispense with the services of

Dr.Malkin,but feel that we can give him the best recommen-

dations.

(signed) C.Richard Soderberg

Turbine Apparatus Division Engineer

EL ECT R-I C ANDW ES T I N GHOU SE
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Arnold Schoenberg Discusses
His CompositionsOld and New

By GEORGE S. McMA1JS
The composer of "Pierrot Lunaire," "Verklaerte Nacht-known to Bos-

ton since the time of Knelsel-the "Gurrelieder" and other much discussed
workshas during the past week come to Boston to make his home here and to
tiag at ge Qalkin Conservato . He has in his turn been the subject of
as mtch heated argument asfny composer in recent times. The world of
music is now inclined to accept him in the light of an established classic,
yet he has in no way been content to walk along his old paths. Since 1921
he has built his compositions on principles that mark a radical departure
from his older methods. "These new principles brought a variety of new
difficulties that ever unfolded new and interesting possibilities. had to
content myself with short and simple pieces when I began what I call my
twelve-tone plan," he said during an interview lest week, "for Imagination
must ever walk hand in hand with new harmonic principles. After these
piano pieces came chamber music, then my 'Variations for orchestra,' after
which I wrote a comic opera, 'From Today to Tomorrow.' My second opera g
in this period is called 'Moses and Aaron.' Of this two acts are complete and
the third is held up waiting completion of the text, and the necessary peace
and quiet which have not been mine this past year in Europe."

Politics were banned from the outset in our coversation with Mr.
Schoenberg at his Boston home. "I am delighted with what I have seen of
Boston and I look forward to my life in this country as one of earnest and
agrehable activities. I feel the freshness of things here in America and the
zeal with which your people are successfully stirring."

Boston has already made its gestures of recognition to Mr. Schoenberg.
Friday night he was 'a guest of honor at a reception given by Mrs. Elizabeth
S. Coolidge and the music division of Harvard University, after a concert
by the Pro-Arte Quartet, at which a Schoenberg work was played.

"Dr. Koussevitzky has invited me to conduct a program of my composi-
tions with the Boston Symphony orchestra in January." "Which works *ll
you give?" we ask.. "I haven't had the opportunity to discuss the matter
with Dr. Koussevitaky, but I hope the program will be made up of my older
works. I should prefer Boston to learn to know me well from that point of
view. The difficulties of these new works are, in their way, as perplexing as
the complicated polyphonic problems of Bach's day."

"Will you do the Gurreliede?"
"Perhaps a part, but that would require a large chorus."
"Boston Is rich in choral organizations," we offer.
"That is splendid. But the Gurrelieder must be sung in English. The

music was written to a most beautiful poem by Jens Peter Jacobsen and it
is absolutely essential that none of the meaning be lost."

"The Gurrelleder we gave in London many years ago in an excellent
English translation. And, by the way, it is no great problem to translate
from German into English, or vice versa. We have seen it in the German
translations of Shakespeare and I am more than content with what was
done with the text of the Gurrelieder. You see, I wrote that work so long
ago that I can now look upon it as an outsider and feel certain as to what
was accomplished."

On Nov. 17th there will be a lecture by this composer before a New
York audience. He has chosen as his subject, "Excerpts from my Writings
and my Talks."

With genial kindliness, he showed us manuscripts of his latest orches-
tral works: the first, a concerto for 'cello and orchestra, which is a free
transcription of a concerto for clavicembalo by Monn, a contemporary
of Handel. "The themes are mostly Monn's and occasionally -mine, and I
have treated the work without restriction of harmonies; they are not more
advanced than the Brahms period. The second is based on a Concerto
Crosso by Handel, for string quartet and orchestra-somewhat enriched in
voice leadings and with a fuller polyphony than Handel employed.

"Do you know that I've been growing more optimistic ever since I ar-
rived in America? I confess that I at 11rst felt anything but optimistic. I
know that we only get out of experiences what we bring to them. I have
often seen evidences of real idealism in American artists and I have found
much to Interest me in the compositions that have already been sent to
me by Americans. I want my life here to be not merely one of gain for my-
self, but of encouragement and stimulation to those who come to me.

"And please don't call me an atonal composer. That I am not."
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THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY
CABLE ADDRESS LL 4ID .7 ADDRESS REPLY TO

WILCOBALTIMORE Publishers of Scientific Books and Periodicals MT. ROYAL AND GUILFORD AVENUES
BALTIMORE

WILLIAM WOOD & COMPANY
Medical Publishers

BALTIMORE, U. S. A. November 15, 1933

Prof. N. Wiener,
Mass. Inst. of Tech.,
Cambridge, Massachstts.

Dear Professor Wieners

It is a pleasure to announce to you
the fruition of several years' planning, in the forthcoming first
issue of the quarterly journal of critical review, PHILOSOPHY OF
SCIENCE.

The Journal is the expression of an
association of intellectually competent men and women interested
in the fertile field of mutual criticism of philosophy and science,
and particularly in their union. This Association, as an organism,
is still in its embryonic stage. You are invited to join with other
persons of distinction in becoming a charter member.

This invitation is sent to relatively
few persons but it is not the purpose narrowly to limit membership;
rather to include any who may evince an interest in an endeavor of
this sort. For that reason, the membership dues have been made
nominal; merely sufficient, for the time being, to defray costs of
publication and to furnish the minor sums required for the editorial
conduct of the Journal.

It is, of course, impossible to know
even by reputation, all of those to whom invitations should be sent.
When you send your subscription, therefore, please send names also
of others who should be invited. A slip is enclosed for that purpose.

To save many repetitions, information
concerning the Association and its Journal has been set in type and
is enclosed herewith. Our publishers are The Williams & Wilkins
Company and subscriptions should be sent directly to their address.

Sincerely yours,

W. M. MALISO
Editor

P. S. While the first issue will be dated January 1934 (so that
the volume-year will correspond to the calendar year), it is now
ready for distribution, awaiting your subscription.

EDWARD B. PASSANo, President ROBERT S. GiLL, Secretar-resr
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Copy to' Professor Wiener

Woveer 16, 1933.

Professor G. hUblenbeek,
Univerity of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mihigan.

DWar Professer Uhlenbeeks

At the Anneal Meeting of the o300lety t
Cambridge to be held just after Christmas ther to
aproposal that we make an experiment of having a
sectional meeting on the theory of Probbility.
This would probably eas on Wednesday morning, Decem-
ber 27, ant there would be another section of the
society meting at the asotme.

Tentatively we hae deatted to have five
speakers each to take approximately twesty minutes
at with ten autes allowed for discuadlon of each
paper. Professor Wener of the assaehabetts
Institute of Teehnology, Cambridge, masshusetts
will probably talk on The Brownian Motio*, both the
mathematical and physiol aspectasnd Professor opf
of the same Institution on Remarks on Causality and
Probabilit Professor Polii"Sirnatein of Gta ItO hgn
and ColiiTa Universities will be asked to speak on
Probability in Natural Solence and Dr. leson of
CGP*, n, who Is at Be Tnstitute for Advaned
Study at Princeton this year, on some AnalYtal
Problems Relati to Probability#Trir rue"oKst
your seao wo e some ng like the followings
Probability and Cuantum Theory

I take pleasure In inviting you to be one
of the five speakers at this meeting. You will doubt-
less confer with Professor Wiener before making final
plans for giving your talk; he is more or less in
lh'rge of the organisation of this particular program.
AM I asrequesting Professor Struik who has a lvely
interest in this field to write to you to second my
Invitation. In case you find yourself in a positio

4p



Professor G.3. UMenbeek * 3 Novesber 18, 193.

to aecept this Invitation, I should like to have the
eaet title of your paper in my hands byNovember 22.
You ay wir se olleet if you find that desirable.

-if our tentative plans can be earried out,
I judge that we will have a most interesting progrem
and that it will arouse o naiderable interest.

sincerely yoar*

4
BLG*D. Richardson,

Secretary,

a
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AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

501 WEST 116TH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

R. G. D. RICHARDSON BROWN UNIVERSITY

SECRETARY PROVIDENCE, R. 1.

November 17, 1933

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Mass. Inst. of Tech.,
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Wiener:

I have called F. Lewy's case to the atten-
tion of several persons. Kline says that algebra
is strongly enough represented down there with
Neother, Mitchell and Brink2an4avu-.

I am enclosing herewith a copy of a
letter that I have just written to Kline which may
contain some information which would interest you.
Some of it has just come to my desk this morning.

As soon as this matter about probability
is arranged, I shall send some information to the
Physical Society for their problem and also send
special news to the A.A.A.S. I hope we can push
it along rapidly. Yesterday I sent you a copy of
a letter I wrote to Uhlenbeck.

Cordially yours,

R.G.D. Richardson,
Secretary.

rgdr:a

enes.



46 Park Place, Princeton N.J.

November 19, 1933

Professor N.Wiener,

The Mass.Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

Many thanks for your letter and for the proofs of the PZW

paper; I shall be glad to send you my notes for the talk at the

Christmas meeting as soon as I have them ready. By the way, have

you noticed how the Lebesgue measure and integral has been made

the fundamental notions in Kolmogoroff's Grundlagen der Wahrschein-

lichkeitsrechnung.

I have been reading your Differentialspace and the later pa-

pers on the same subject for some time and there is a point which

I should like to discuss with you. You consider all functions

(continuous and discontinuous) in the interval O t I for which

f(O)= 0 and define a quasiinterval by

....... where oz0' z <l

The measure of a quasiinterval is defined as

47.

where and I, stand for zero. Starting from this you make a

mapping of all the continuous functions (or at least practically

all) on an interval of length I and then afterwards you use this

mapping to give a definition of Lebesgue measure in functional

space. Evidently the set af all discontinuous functions gets the

measure 0 in this way since the discontinuous functions are not

mapped at all.

I have considered whether it is possible without too much

trouble to develop the theory of measure in your space in such a

way that especially its independence of the choices by the map-

ping becomes clear. At the same time I wished to make it clear for

myself in which sense it is true that the set of all disconti-



nuous functions form a null-set. I think the most natural way is

to follow the old Lebesgue definitions. Denote by E the functional

space considered and consider for any set A in E all coverings of

A by means of a finite or enumerable number of quasiintervals;

form for any such covering the sum of the measures of these quasi-

intervals and denote finally by m4A (the outer measure of A) the

lower bound of these sums. Define the inner measure by mA =
1 - m (E-A). Now it must of course be proved that always mA 4

m A; this Is not too difficult. Finally call A measurable when

mA = mA and let this value be the measure mA of A. Then it can

easily be proved that this mA is the old mA if A is a quasiinter-

val and also that this measure has all the properties of the

usual Lebesgue measure.

The problem is now: Is the set D of all discontinuous func-

tions a null-set? If I am not mistaken the answer is no. Consi-

dering the matter I found that we have mD = 1 and mD = 0. In

other words the set of all continuous functions, call it C, is

not measurable; we have only m*C = 1 and m.C = 0. How can this

fit with your results? I think the answer is that the measure

you introduce, which.I shall denote by v.A, is not the measure I

have just defined copying the Lebesgue definitions, but the

following: tA is said to exist if there exists a set B,measu-

rable in the above sense, such that AC = 710 (that is the conti-

nuous functions in A and B are the same); in this case we write

t = mB. It is clear that this measure oA has also all properties

of the Lebesgue measure and now we have clearly D = 0, OC = l.)

It should be observed that if you consider only those func-

tions which are discontinuous in one single point (or in some

point of an enumerable set) this set of functions will be a

null-set in the first sense of the word (its m-measure will be

zero). It is this theorem to which you appeal in the PZW paper.

Another way of obtaining the u-measure is simply to consi-

der from the beginning only continuous functions, that is to

start from C as the functional space considered. Then copying

again the Lebesgue definitions you get (now only for subsets of



Novbr .19,1933.

6) an outer measure A (which is clearly the same as m*A) and
an inner measure NA = 1 - .*(C-A) (which is different from

maA). Again 1,A A A; if A =*A we may call A measurable

with this value as its measure &A. Your measure in the space

E = C+D is now obtained in the following way: A set A in E is

called measurable if the set AC of continuous functions in A is

measurable and in this casettA is defined by eA = GAC. This

clearly gives tD = 0.

It seems to me an interesting remark, that in the space E

with the first definition of measure ,as simple sets as 0 and D

turn out to be non-measurable.

I hope that what I have said here is right; if you thinR

there is any interest in -writing it down I could easily do so;

the-n it would turn out whether I have made any mdstake.

With kind regards I remain,

Yours sincerely,

Berge Jessen.
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY

November 20, 1933

Professor Noitbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Mvlassathusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener,

Thank you very much for your
letter of November 14th. I am sorry to have been
so delayed in sending you an answer.

The title you suggest,
"Probability in the Natural Sciences*,' is excellent.
Perhaps it would fit even a little better on your
program if we should say "Principles of Probability
in the Natural Sciences." The principles are, in-
deed, not very much considered, and I would like to
stress this view-point a little more in my lecture.
Let us then say "Principles of Probability in the
Natural Sciences."

Very sincerely yours,

5 L



-COPY-

Ann Arbor, November 18th, 1933.

Professor R. G. D. Richardson,
Brown University,
Providence, R. I.

Dear Professor Richardson,

I feel greatly honoured by your invitation to be one of the

speakers on the sectional meeting on the Theory of Probability. The

program seems to me very interesting, and I am certainly planning to

attend the meeting. As for being one of the speakers, I will be glad
to accept your invitation with two provisions.

First I am not sure if your meeting does not conflict with a

symposium on the positron that the Physical Society has organized, and

where I will be one of the speakers. I accepted this already some
time ago, so that in case of a conflict, I have to refuse your invita-

tion. I don't think there will be a conflict, because as I remember
the date for the symposium was December 29, but I am not sure and I
can't find it out here in a short time.

Second, I don't want to give a general talk on Probability and

Quantum Theory, because I don't feel competent for it. Much better
would be to try to get for this general subject von Neumann from
Princeton. So if this is the thing you want, I am sorry, but I would
have to refuse to speak, although I wiW,. be glad to attend the meeting
and eventually will take part in the discussion. I could give a much
more special talk on some work which I have been doing in the last

year, and which I think has also some interest from the pure mathema-
tical standpoint. The title would be something like the following:
"The probability of position in a canonical ensemble". I will con-
sider then especially the relation between the expression quantum
mechanics gives for this probability and the one which follows from the
classical statistical mechanics. If this seems too special or too
much only of interest for physicists, please tell me so frankly. I

can quite understand if you or Professor Wiener feel that my subject
would fall too much outside the scope of the other lectures.

Thanking you again for your kind invitation, I remain sincerely

yours,

(Signed) GEORGE E. UELENBECK



GRADUATE SCHOOL

BROWN UNIVERSITY
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

November 21, 1933

Professor Norbert Wiener,
76 Cross Street,
Belmont, Mass.

Dear Wiener:

By air mail special delivery I have just
received a letter from Uhlenbeck as per the enclosed
copy. I have talked with Tamarkin about the matter
and while he is not especially enthusiastic about
the topic, he thinks it would do. We have had von
Neumann before and it is too late to invite him any-
way. On the whole I would be in favor of going
ahead with this program.

I wish you would talk to your group there
and call me up either this evening around 9 o'clock
(Plantations 5692),or in my office tomorrow morning
between 9 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. (Gaspee 6771) and have
the charges reversed. I want to send off this program
to the Physics people and to the A.A.A.S. tomorrow
so that they can make whatever reference to it that
they deem wise.

Cordially yours,

R.G.D. Richardson,
Dean.

rgdr:a
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Ann Arbor, November 18th, 19Z3.

Professor R. G. D. Rihardenou
Brown University,
Provitance 1R. I.

ear Pro feeoor Ricbardson,

I feel greatly honoured by your inv itat ion to be one of the
speakers on the sectional meting on the Theory of Probability. The
program sees to me very interesting, and I am oertainly planning to
attend the meeting. As for being one of the speakers, I wiil be 4ad
to aooopt your invitation with two provisions.

First I am not sure if year meeting does not conflict with a
symposium on the positron that the Physical Society La organized, and
where I will be one of the speakers* I accepted this already some
time ago, so that in case of a conflict, I have to refuse your invita-
tion. I don't think there wilL be a sonfliet, beenuse al remember
the date for the syaposium wts ecember Z9 but I am not sure nad I
can't find it out here in a abort time.

Seooa, I dont want to give a gaeral trlk on Probability and
Quantum Theory, becase I don't fee lompe n for It. Mueh better
would be to try to goet for this &ensral subject von Neumann from
Princeton. So if this is the thing you mntt I am sorry, but I would
have to refuse to speak4 althouh l wi be gclad to 4ttend the meeting
and eventually will take part in the disoussion. Iould give a much
more secial talk on some work which I hrve been doing in the last

eara whieh I think has also some interest from the pure mathema-
tical standpoint. The title would be somethinj like the following:
"The probability of position in a canonical ensemble". I will con-
s ier then especially the relation between the eIps ion uantum
mechanies gives for this probability and the one which follows from the
classioal statistical mechanis. If this seems too special or too
much only of interest for physicists, please tell me so frankly. I
can quite urderstand if you or Professor Wiener feel that my subject
would fall too much outside the scope of the other lectures.

Thanking youagain for your kind invitation, I rmain sincerely
yours,

( saned) asoRo S *UHLsEK



THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY
CABLE ADDRESS D P f.,tnjc ~ io~~a ADDRESS REPLY TO

Publishers of Scientific Books and Periodicals MT. ROYAL AND GUILFORD AVENUES
WILCO BALTIMORE BALTMORE

WILLIAM WOOD & COMPANY
Medical Publishers

BALTIMORE, U. S. A.

November 24, 1933

Prof. Norbert Wiener,
Mass. Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mas.

Dear Professor Wiener:

We are sending you under separate
cover the introductory bow of the newly organized Philosophy
of Science Association, the aims of which are described in
the enclosed circular.

We would appreciate your criticism
of this issue and suggestions on the program for the Association
and future issues.

Very truly yours,

TH-E WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY

EDWARD B. PASSANO, President ROBERT S. GuL, Secretary-Treasurer
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THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

HON. TREASURER: 35 ESSEX STREET,

DR. A. E. WESTERN. STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.2.

27th November 1933.

Dear Sir,

I thank you for your letter of 15th inst. enclosing

$6 in Notes in payment of your Subscription. I enclose a formal

receipt for this sum and will credit you with the proceeds in due

course.

In reply to the last sentence of your letter it would be

more convenient if you remitted your Subscription by means of a

cheque drawn by an American Bank on a Bank in London for 1.1.0.

sterling. Or, alternatively, you could make the payment by means

of an International Money Order for l.1.O.

I am,

Yours faithfully,

P.S. May I remind you that the Subscription for the current
Session is due on lst instant, and should be paid on or
before 1 January 1934.

aib&.

Dr.Norbert Wiener,
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vo. 36
THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY.

Hon. Treasurer, Dr. A. E. WESTERN, 35 Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

RECEIVED of . .... T.. 193

the sum of.. ..... .... being his Subscription

due November, 193-...

Hon. Treasurer.



1 1
REPRESENTING

UNITED RESEARCH CORPORATION

41-39 THIRTY-EIGHTH STREET

LONG ISLAND CITY.

NEW YORK

W. E. BEATTY
PATENT ATTORNEY

__A.WA RNG STREET

ROOM 
3

03-63t, HOL OOD ULVD.

HOLLYVWOOD, CALIFORNIA
GLADSTONE 4025

November 28, 1933.

Dr. Norbert Wiener,
Mass. Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

N. Wiener and Y. Lee
S.N. 560,716

Dear Dr. Wiener,

Enclosed is a copy of the office action dated

November 21, 1933.

I think the invention is very well protected

by the large number of claims which have been allow-

ed and I am in favor of cancelling claims 31 to 35,

which will put this case in condition for an allow-

ance.

Your comments will be appreciated.

Very truly yours,

W. E. eatty

WEB/b

TRINITY 4071



Div. 65 Room 5624 Paper No. 12

Nov. 21, 1933.

William E. Beatty, Applicant: N.Wiener and Y.W.Lee
66362 Hollywood Blvd., Ser. No. 560,716

Room 303, Filed Sept. 2, 1931.

Hollywood, Calif. For Electrical Network
Systems.

Responsive to Amendment filed July 17, 1933.

Additional references made of record:

Zobel 1,644,004 Oct. 4, 1927 178-44-2

Claims 20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 may be allowable

as at present advised.

Claim 31 is rejected as unpatentable over Zobel

1,724,987 of record in view of Zobel 1,644,004. The input im-

pedance of the networks shown in Zobel 1,724,987 will be very

nearly equal to R, a simple resistance. These filters may

be connected to receive input from a line or other transducer

of resistance R and the filter output may be connected to

receiving apparatus of resistance R. Furthermore, in the

mathematical relationships set forth in Zobel's specification,

the impedances are to be considered as variable quantities. The

patent to Zobel 1,644,004 is relied upon for its disclosure of

a network provided with adjustable impedances. In view of

this disclosure, it is held that it would not involve invention

to make the impedances of Zobel 1,724,987 adjustable in a simi-

lar manner. Claims 32,33,34, and 35, lines 2-3, the significance

of the parenthesis marks is not apparent and it is believed

that the same should be cancelled to make the claim clearer in

meaning.

Claims 32,33,34, and 35 are each rejected on the same

references and reasons as presented against claim 31. Lines

3-5 of claim 32 inclusive represent a functional difference

unsupported by a proper structural foundation. The last four

lines of claims 34 and 35 are functional for the same reason.

Claims 37-40 may be allowable as at present advised.

Claims 43-45 may be allowable as at present advised.

Examiner.



THE INSTITUTION FOR THE POPULARIZATION OF AL RESEARCH COUNCIL, THE AMERICAN ASSOOA-
SCIENCE ORGANIZED 1921 AS A NON-PROFIT COR- TION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, THE
PORATION. WITH TRUSTEES NOMINATED BT THE E. W. SCRIPPS ETATE AND THE JOURNALISTIC
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, THE NATION-S PFESION. WATSON DAVIS, DIRECTOR.

TWENTY FIRST AND CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WYAS HINGT ON,D .C.
November 28,.1933

Prof. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

A sheet from one of our daily news reports on science
prepared for newspapers and magazines is enclosed because of your
connection with one of the items that it contains.

Science Service issues more than seven regular syndicate
services which carry to over ninety subscribing newspapers and
other publications in this country and abroad, authentic accounts
of current scientific progress in all fields.

I thank you for the aid and cooperation that you have
shown Science Service. If you will continue to keep us in touch
with your own work and that of your associates we shall value
this aid to our work of science popularization.

Sincerely,

WD:11 Managing Editor.

P.S. If you are not acquainted with Science Service's weekly maga-
zine, Science News Letter, I invite you to enroll for a special in-
troductory subscription. Our various reports prepared for news-
papers cannot be sent to individuals. Science News Letter was
established as a magazine without republication privileges in re-
sponse to requests from scientists and others.

W.D.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES: C. G. ABBOT, SECRETART, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION; J. McKEEN CATTELL, President, EDITOR, SCIENCE; JOHN H. FINLEY, ASSOCIATE EDITOR, NEw YORK TIMES; H. E.OWE, EDITOR, INDUSTRAL AND ENGINEERING CHOnSTaT: W. H. HOWELL, Vice-President and Chairman of Executive Committee, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL; VERNON KELLOGG, SECRETARY
EmRrus, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL; BURTON E. LIVINGSTON, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY; R. A. MILLIKAN, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OP TECHNOLOGY; RAYMOND PEARL. JoNws HOPKINSUNIVERSITY; MARLEN E. PEW, EDITOR AND PUBLISHER, NEW YORK; ROBERT P. SCRIPPS, SCRIPPs-HOWARD NEWSPAPERS; THOMAS L. SIDLO, CLEVELAND, 0.; HARRY L. SMITHTON. Treasurer,

CINCINNATI, 0.; MARK SULLIVAN, WRITER, WASHINGTON: DAVID WHITE, U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. HONORARY PRESIDENT: W. E. RITTER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.



SCIENCE TODAY Daily Feature Nov. 25,1933
SCIENCE SERVICE Washington,D.C.

For ucs Wednesday, Nov. 29, or after

ENERGY IN THE ATOM

By Science Service

A most important scientific quest now in progress is typified by the

10,000,000 volt Van de Graaff electrostatic generator just (Editors: On Tuesday,

Nov. 28) given its full voltage tests in an airship dock at Round Hill, Mass. This

gigantic machine, capable of snatching electricity from the earth and building it

up to the highest man-made voltage, may itself be the instrument for the realiza-

tion of a scientific dream of moder= alchemy, the obtaining of power from the atom,

the useful conversion of matter into energy.

For over a decade there has been serious, definite hope for the practical

tapping of the energy of the atom. Frankly,, that is one of the strong reasons

why in a dozen centers of scientific research high.voltage machines are being built

and the atom is being bombarded. That is why President Karl Compton, the physicist-

president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has pushed to completion

the novel electrostatic generator invented by young Dr. Robert J. Van de Graaff.

The prediction of energies from atomic transformations rests upon an

equation, the product of Einstein's genius, perhaps the most.important consequence

of his whole theories of relativity. It is, the physicists say in their symbol

shorthand, E is equal to M c squared. In plainer language, energy is equal to the

product of mass times the square of that great constant, the velocity of light.

Energy is expressed in ergs and mass in grams. This means that mass and energy are

interconvertible and that if mass disappears, energy takes its place.

Immense are the stores of atomic energy. The annihilation of one pound

of matter, Dr. Compton has computed, would create enough energy to heat one hundred

million tons of water from freezing to boiling temperatures. Or as Prof. Norbert

Wiener of M.I.T. has put it, a pound of matter has 11,300,000 kilowatts of energy

in it, while a pound of gasoline as used in an internal combustionengine has at most

about one kilowatt hour. The ratio is so enormous,Prof. Wiener points out, that if

even a modest part, an almost microscopic part, of the energy in matter can be made

available for mechanical use, all other forms of energy storage, such as fuels, ex-

plosives, dammed water, storage batteries, etc. would be put far in the shade.

Some hint that physicists are on the right track of mass-energy when they

bombard the atom came from the famous experiments of Cockcroft and Walton at

Cambridge, England, who transmuted lithium into helium with a release of energy,

but the percentage of hits scored by their projectiles flung at the atoms is so

small as to be discouragingly useless.

A real industrial revolution, compared with which the present economic

consequences of machines and energy replacing labor are mere minor adjustments',
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would result from a practical release of atomic energy. Continuous flight over con-

tinents and oceans would become commonplace. Coal mines and oil wells would. be

valueless. Dams and electrical transmission lines would be as outmoded as stage-

coaches. Unusual metals now expensive to extract from plentiful raw materials would

become cheao. International planning of economic and industrial life would be neces-

sary, conventional economics would be destroyed, and if man did not master the con-

sequences of cheap atomic energy the world would be plunged into a great sociological

disaster.



The Public's

Way to Science

SCIENCE SERVICE is the unique institution estab-
lished for the purpose of disseminating scientific
information to the public. It acts as a liaison

agency between scientific circles and the world at large.
It interprets original research and reports the meetings
of learned societies in a way to enlighten the layman. The
specialist is likewise a layman in every science except his
own and he, too, needs to have new things explained to
him in non-technical language. Scientific progress is so
rapid and revolutionary nowadays that no one can keep
up with it without some means of keeping in close contact
with its new ideas and discoveries. Science Service
provides life-continuation courses in all the sciences for
newspaper readers without tuition fees or entrance ex-
aminations.

In a democracy like ours it is particularly important
that the people as a whole should so far as possible under-
stand the aims and achievements of modern science, not
only because of the value of such knowledge to them-
selves but because research directly or indirectly depends
upon popular appreciation of its methods. In fact the suc-
cess of democratic institutions, as well as the prosperity
of the individual, may be said to depend upon the ability
of people to distinguish between science and fakes, be-
tween the genuine expert and the pretender.

Science Service spares no pains or expense in the en-
deavor (1) to provide the best possible quality of science
popularization (2) to get to the largest possible number
of people. * If in doing this it makes both ends meet, so
much the better. If not, it does it anyway.

Through the endowment by the late E. W. Scripps,
Science Service has been assured of such financial support
as to insure its independence and permanence. Mr.
Scripps' long and wide experience as a newspaper editor
and proprietor convinced him of the importance of sci-
entific research as the foundation of the prosperity of the
nation and the guide to sound thinking and living. He
realized the need for an independent agency that would
bring the results of research to the attention of the entire
people so these could be applied to the solution of their
personal, social or political problems.

Science Service was organized in 1921 as a non-profit-

making corporation. Science Service is conducted on busi-
ness principles and all receipts are devoted to the diffu-
sion of knowledge and the developing of promising meth-
ods of popular education.

Science Service is under the control of a board of trus-
tees composed of nine scientists and six journalists. The
leading national organizations of all the sciences, the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, the National Research Council,
and the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, appoint three trustees each.

Science Service enjoys the cooperation of scientists and
scientific institutions throughout the world. It welcomes
suggestions and information. Although not a medium for
the primary publication of original research, Science Serv-
ice desires to receive copies of research reports, addresses
and papers. When communication is urgent, any scientist
is authorized to telegraph Science Service, Washington,
D. C., using press rate collect.

Science Service invites editors of newspapers, maga-
zines and other publications to avail themselves of its prod-
uct. It invites individuals of the public to cooperate by
reading the newspapers and other publications using
Science Service. Teachers, students, and individuals spe-
cially interested in science are invited to subscribe for the
SCIENCE NEWs LETTER and utilize Science Service records
and other services that may be made available.

For feeling and reporting the pulse of science day by
day, Science Service has a staff of scientist-writers at its
headquarters in Washington. Science Service contributors
of scientific competence are located in the centers of re-
search in America and abroad. The principal national
and international science meetings here and abroad are
reported by staff or other scientist-writers. A working in-
formation file and library provides quickly the necessary
background to the current happenings in science.

Science Service occupies offices in the magnificent build-
ing of the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Research Council, opposite the Lincoln Memorial, in
Washington.

Science Service is not under the control of any clique,
class or commercial interest. It is not under the control of
any particular publisher or syndicate. It is not a govern-
mental institution, but it is in close contact with the nu-



merous governmental bureaus of research. It is not the
organ of any single scientific association. It serves all the
sciences. It engages in no propaganda, unless it be called
propaganda to urge the value of research and the useful-
ness of science.

In fulfilling its function as the institution for the pop-
ularization of science, Science Service operates as a news-

paper syndicate specializing in the field of science, pro-
vides science copy to other newspaper agencies, edits
books for publishers, provides science articles for ma a-
zines, publishes the SCIENCE NEWs LETTER, arranges radio
programs, sponsors lectures, produces phonograph records
on science, and sponsors research and reporting in the
field of seismology, archaeology and cosmic data.

The Activities of Science Service
Newspaper Services

Daily Mail Report-A daily syndicated
service to newspapers, consisting of brief
non-technical news articles on discoveries,
inventions and events in the various fields
of science, with special reference to their
application to industry, commerce and daily
life.

Daily Wire Report-Spot news such as
new inventions and discoveries, earthquakes,
comets, explorations, etc., and the meetings
of the larger scientific societies here and
abroad are covered by dispatches telegraphed
daily to newspapers.

Interpretive Articles-Short, concise ar-
ticles, interpretive of science today and suit-
able for editorial or feature page use are
issued thrice weekly.

Science Shorts-An assortment of in-
teresting and authoritative short items on
science, old and new, issued as a daily fea-
ture or for use as fillers.

Feature Series-Sequences of six to ten
articles on important and timely subjects,
written by eminent scientists or staff writers.
Recent subjects of these feature series in-
clude: The fight against drugs, Manchurian
backgrounds, depression diets, the next great
invention, etc.

Map of the Stars-A monthly chart of
the heavens which enables the layman to
understand and enjoy the beauties of the
night sky. Descriptive text accompanies map
which is furnished in matrix form.

Preparedness-A preparedness file or
science morgue" is supplied each news-

paper using Science Service. This contains
authoritative background stories that the
course of the news may at any moment make
timely.

(The seven newspaper services listed above
are supplied newspapers as a unit 7-in-1
service and constitute a complete and author-
itative coverage of current science.)

Why the Weather-A daily series of
brief authoritative explanations of meteor-
ological phenomena, syndicated to news-
papers.

Feature Articles-A weekly Science Ser-
vice release of a newspaper feature article

illustrated with photographs and drawings
is distributed as a part of Every-Week Maga-
zine for Sunday newspapers.

Special Newspaper Features-Important
events of a scientific nature, such as eclipses,
expeditions, explorations, etc., are covered
for newspapers in special articles distributed
by mail and telegraph.

Other Syndicate Features-Other news-
paper features are offered from time to time
either produced by the Science Service staff
or in cooperation with outside authors.

Books, Radio, Records

Radio-Each Friday afternoon under the
auspices of Science Service an eminent scien-
tist talks over the nation-wide network of the
Columbia Broadcasting System. Each week
more than fifty independent radio stations
use a science news talk prepared by Science
Service. Science Service has been engaged
in the presentation of radio talks on science
continuously since the early days of broad-
casting.

Phonograph Records-As a new educa-
tional tool, Science Service has introduced
phonograph records of talks by eminent
scientists. These records are long playing,
faithful reproductions of the voice and are
furnished teachers and others at a cost that
should allow their wide use.

Books-Science Service is engaged in
writing, editing, revision and criticism of
manuscripts for many publishers.

Magazine Articles- Science Service is
prepared to supply periodicals of any kind
with readable and accurate articles on scien-
tific subjects, written either by its staff or
the investigators themselves in any specified
style and length and illustrated if desired.

Photographs-Science Service carries in
stock for immediate mailing to individuals
and newspapers portraits of men and wom-
en working in science and a large collection
of other scientific photographs.

Research Activities

Seismological Reporting-Instrumental
data upon earthquakes recorded at more than

thirty seismological stations throughout the
world are collected telegraphically by Sci-
ence Service. These are made available to
the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey and the
Jesuit Seismological Association for the
prompt determination of the epicenter and
for further investigational use.

Cosmic Data-Science Service receives
daily reports from Mt. Wilson Observatory
on sunspots, from the U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey observatory at Tucson, Ariz.,
on magnetic conditions, from Smithsonian
Institution on solar constant, from College
of Agriculture and Mines, College, Alaska,
on aurora, and from U. S. Bureau of Stand-
ards on Kennelly-Heaviside layer heights.
These are transmitted by U. S. War Depart-
ment radio to Science Service, assembled into
an ursigram message and distributed by U. S.
Navy radio throughout the world.

Archa ological Investigations-Leading
archaeologists, anthropologists and geologists
throughout the country constitute a corps
of "minute men" who investigate for Science
Service reported archaeological and anthro-
pological discoveries. In this way authentic
information on important finds is made avail-
able to the public and erroneous reports are
corrected.

Research Announcements-The results
of Science Service research activities are
summarized in mimeographed research an-
nouncements issued as necessary and sent
gratis to cooperating scientists.

Science News Letter

Each week the current progress of science
is summarized in the fully illustrated pages
of this concise, easily read and authoritative
magazine. It is a quickly read story of what
is newest in science. Rarely more than 16
pages large, it restricts the size of its articles
to save the time of its readers. It reprints
classics of science, reviews new books and
serves scientists and non-scientists alike. Its
subscription price is $5 a year, special intro-
ductory offer, 17 weeks for $1.

Address: Science Service, 21st and
Constitution Avenue, Washington, D. C.
Watson Davis, Managing Editor.



AMERICAN MATHEMATI:AL SOCIETY

501 WEST 116TH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

December 4, 1933.

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Mass. Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Wiener:

One of the most difficult things that
we have in the Society is concerned with publicity.
The A.A.A.S. always asks for material to be used for
the press and generally we have nothing that we feel
would be of interest to the people. I think our
main trouble is that we have never found anyone who
is gifted in the direction of making mathematics
spectacular for the people. Bell and Huntington
probably could do it, but they are busy with other
things. Some day I hope we shall find some person
who can serve to advantage.

But I am writing you this note to see if
you do not want to attempt something in connection
with this publicity. Cantt you people at M.I.T.
write up a paragraph that would at least seem to the
people to be readable and understandable? If so,
I would like to have it to send to Mr. W7oodley in
Washington.

The program went off to the printer on
Saturday and I hope it will be in the mails within a
week. There are about sixty papers to be read in
person and so we had to put an extra session on
Tuesday evening.

I am looking forward with great pleasure
to the meeting in Cambridge which promises to be
quite eventful.

Cordially yours,

R.G.D. Richardson,
RGDR:L Secretary.
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ANNALS OF MATHEMATICS
FINE HALL, PRINCETON, N. J.

Doeomber 22, 1933#

Dear Professor Wiener:

In the course of tho past year cortain changes havo taken plaeo in
the managomont of the Annals of Mathematics which wo wish to communicato to
our Associate Editors. In thc first placo, tho Instituto for Advanced Study
is now cooperating with Princeton Univorsity in issuing the Annals, and Prof-
ossor von Noumann of the Instituto has becomo one of the Editors. On the other
hand, Professor Hillo, by going to Yalo Univorsity, has had to relinquish his
post as Editor, so that the prosont Editors are Professors Lofschotz and von
Noumann. We are koeping Professor Hillo as Associato Editor and hope to con-
tinuo to have his friondly and active collaboration, but thoso who havo known
what his untiring devotion has meant for the Annals of Mathomatic8 will realizo
our loss. Wo havo also added Professors Albort, Morso, Stone, and Zariski to
our Board of Associate Editors.

Another major chango has boon the transfer of the printing of the
Annals from Hamburg back to tho United Statos, our now printor boing the
Waverly Pross of Baltimore. Tho roasons for this move, long overdue, aro
obvious onough. There is overy indication that tho now printers will do most
satisfactory work. They have eagerly collaborated with us in making a thorough
study of the most expodiont typo, size of pago, otc. The minor modifications
resulting thorofrom will decidodly improvo tho appearanco and durability of our
journal, and particularly the lattor boecause of tho high rag content in the papor
used by the Wavorly Press. We may add that the rato comparos favorably with
the Hamburg rato.

Rogarding reprints, after canvassing the situation with some care, we
havo adopted the following policy: each author is to receive 100 reprints froo
with covers for articles of 16 or more pages, but without covers otherwiso. How-over, in the future the first page of each paper will boar a noto stating the
year and numbor of the Annals in which it appoars, thoroby reducing the covore
to a more protootivo dovico.

Sincorely yours,

S. Lofsehetz,
I* von Noumann.

Professor Norbert Wiener,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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